EasyMoove
The motorized
medical cart

TMS

13 %

Première
cause d’arrêt
maladie

Taux
d’absentéïsme
dans les
établissements
de santé

Coût moyen
annuel
d’absentéïsme
par employé

MSD

13 %

3400 €

First reason
for sick leave

Rate of
absenteeism
in healthcare
facilities

Average cost
per employee

Medical staff widely
suffering from MSD’s*

3400

Medical staff walk between 10 to 15 kms
a day, having heavy carts to handle, like
nursing trolleys which may weigh 80 kg.
Handling a medical cart may be difficult
due to bend and elevator thresholds.
Medical staff makes also multiple stops
due to patients’ requests. This requires
additional physical efforts and often leads
to improper postures.

Déplacement de charges lourdes
induisant de mauvaises postures

Troubles
Musculo-Squelettiques

Handling a cart implies to lean the body
forward, which may cause diseases, like
lumbago, shoulder pain… The medical staff
is largely suffering from musculoskeletal
Arrêtsproblems (MSD’s). Non productivité :

maladies

côut pour l’établissement

* MSD’s: Musculoskeletal problems

€
Move of heavy load
Déplacement de charges
implying improper
lourdes induisant
work posture
de mauvaises postures

Musculoskeletal
Troubles
problems
Musculo-Squelettiques

Sick leaves
Arrêts maladies

Non productivity:
Non productivité :
cost for the facility
côut pour l’établissement

à la
manutention
manuelle

La solution :
des chariots
motorisés

EasyMoove:
100 % motorized carts
STOP

LA
SOLUTION :

à la
manutention
des chariots
Is medical
staff in your facility exhausted
by handling the nursing, dressing or medicine
manuelle
motorisés
distribution carts?

STOP
to manual
HANDLING

How to proceed?
Use MOTORIZED
CARTS

Praticima offers a unique solution: carts equipped with a motorized wheel. This innovation
will remove push efforts done by the users. Control of the motorization is done very easily
with one hand. Medical staff will benefit from optimal working conditions.

100 % motorized:
handle a 80 kg cart with one hand

Selection of the speed and
progressive acceleration

Excellent manoeuverability
and ergonomic handle:
less efforts, less risks of MSD’s

Adaptive system for irregular floors

Ergonomics as an economic solution,
return on investment by reducing
the costs of sick leaves

Large autonomy of the battery:
manual mode possible in case
the battery has not been charged
Easy to use and to charge the batteries

Motorized carts available for:
 Nursing trolleys
 Dispensing trolleys

Contact us
for a DEMO

Additional solution
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in order to reduce
the MSD’s

Mechanized
assistance to move
beds or cabinets

Electric scooter
to optimize staff’s long
distance movements
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Transfer boards to
transfer patients without
having to lift them

Electrical pill crushing
to avoid manual
crushing

MADE IN
FRANCE

